Full BCCT Meeting
Monday 10 August 2020 – at 2:30 pm. Video-meeting via Google MEET
Invitees:
BCCT steering group: Paul Tilzey (PT), Adrian Bennett (AB), Miranda Clarke (MC), Pam Cole
(PC), Sean Collins-Powell (SCP), John Gimson (JG), Peter La Broy (PLB), Ian Mason (IM). Jacky
Maynard (JM), Ian Saltern (IS), Robert Uhlig (RU), Ben Wood (BW), Zoe Bernard-John (ZBJ).
Plus: Tim Bagshaw (TB), Keith Cornwell (KC), Vicky Yaxley (VY), Celli Moriarty (CM)
Present: Paul Tilzey, Tim Bagshaw, Miranda Clarke, Sean Collins-Powell, John Gimson, Peter La
Broy, Ian Salter, Robert Uhlig
MINUTES (Subject to approval at the next meeting)
Agenda item

Outcome

1. Apologies for absence

Adrian Bennett, Ian Mason

2. To agree the minutes of the meeting on
the 13 July 2020

Minutes agreed.

(The minutes were issued via email on 14 July
2020.)

JG suggested that the meeting should
accept the email of 29 July 2020 titled
Brief Update as an adjunct to these
minutes.
See Addendum.

3. Bude-Stratton Strategic Programme
(BSSP)
The quarterly BSSP meeting took place on 28
July.

An updated copy of the project list has
been circulated to those who attended
the meeting.
As soon as it has been agreed, copies
will be circulated.

4. BCCT Projects – and activity updates
The latest version of the Project List was
circulated ahead of the meeting on 13 July.
Recent developments include:
a) Climate Action Plan
As previously advised BCCT’s application for a
grant from National Lottery Community Fund
is among over 600 applications.

Awaiting information from National
Lottery about the grant application.
Expected in second half of August.

b) Cycle routes – Crooklets to Summerleaze
(and link to connect to cycle route at
Nanny Moore’s Bridge).

IS advised that due to Covid, the
deadline for grant applications has
been extended to 3 Oct. Discussions
with BSTC re project costs and
planning application.

c) Business Engagement project to
coordinate business representation
locally

Awaiting outcome re grant application.
(The next meeting of AMLAG is on 18
August)

d) BCCT Mailing list.
The second News/Update newsletter was
issued on 3 August. Plans are in hand for a
rolling programme of newsletters – probably
two or three per month.

Noted. (Mailing List messages being
maintained by CM and SCP)

e) Possible Bude Social Action Fund
AB and/or IS to report on current position.
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Matter outstanding awaiting further
discussions wit BSTC and Neetside CC.

5. Consideration of additional Projects
a) Community car hire scheme. PLB has
submitted this request via email: “I have
wanted to start a community car hire for
some time - using electric cars. This
funding might just do it.”

Agreed that PLB would explore this
topic and discuss with TB and IS

b) The Pearl Exchange. BSTC has granted
The Pearl Exchange temporary use of the
Pitch & Putt building on Summerleaze
Down, from October 2020 to April m2021,
for a creative arts projects designed to
engage young people (18 to 30 years) and
improve their employability skills.

Noted. BCCT to await developments.
TB will keep in contact.

c) Proposed new transatlantic cable by
Google. Tentative enquiries have been
made (by TB) to explore potential
employment opportunities – and to ensure
that the work does not adversely impact
on current climate change initiatives.

TB to discuss with Google when date
for meeting agreed.

d) Other possible projects/opportunities
from CIL.
Information received from ZBJ via email:“I just wanted to remind you all that community
groups and not-for-profit organisations can apply
for an award of up to £100,000. The money
awarded from the CIL (Community Infrastructure
Levy) Fund is for infrastructure projects that will
help communities achieve low carbon living.

Information noted.

6. BCCT structure and future development
At their full council meeting on 23 July, BSTC
resolved to set up a working party to establish a
‘town team’ to enable Bude to access funding and
investment for local economic developments.

Awaiting developments (PLB)

7. BCCT Board activity
Since the last Full BCCT meeting, the BCCT Board
has met (via video) twice. PT to report and
answer any questions.

Noted.

8. Call for representation on CLLD
(Community led local development)

For information, Robert Uhlig has now
joined the AMLAG Board (Atlantic &
Moor Local Action Group)

9. Any other business

RU reported that he’d had discussions
with Exeter University in relation to
support for Climate Partnership project.

Subject to the agreement of the Chairman

JG reported that IS had been
approached to host a local ‘group
conversation’ to give feedback to CC on
their draft ‘Creative Manifesto’, being
led by CC Economic Growth Service.
The aim is to pursue post-Covid
recovery, with a focus on local
businesses involved in the creative
economy.
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10.Date of next meeting

The next meeting – via video
conferencing – will be at 2:30 pm on
Monday 14 September 2020.

Addendum re item 2 - Copy of Update email of 29 July 2020
To all on the Full BCCT group mail list
A lot seems to be going on – so this is a brief update – based on some developments since the
last Full BCCT meeting on 13 July. The item numbers used below relate to the relevant Minutes,
sent on 14 July 2020.
It’s possible that news of some of these matters may emerge in the coming days/weeks, so we
wanted you to hear formally (albeit that some recipients will already know).
# 3. BSSP. The quarterly meeting of the parties to the MoU/BSSP took place yesterday (28
July). As in the past, Zoe will be issuing an updated summary of the changes to the projects
listed, and a copy will be passed on. The summary will be in draft format initially, pending
approval by those at the meeting.
# 4 a). Climate Action Plan grant application. BCCT has been informed that the announcement
from the National Lottery Community Fund managers expected early next month, has been
delayed – and it’s not now expected until the second half of the month.
# 4 d). BCCT Mailing List. We hope to issue the second News/Updates bulletin shortly.
#5. BCCT Future Structure, etc. At BSTC’s full council meeting last week (23/7 – postponed
from 16/7) it was agreed that a working group (led by Peter la Broy with support from Cornwall
Council) would be set up to advance the formation of a town team, enabling access to funding
schemes from Cornwall Council initially, and possibly from the MHCLG Towns Deal (which has
already been accessed by four places in Cornwall). BCCT will be involved in future discussions;
more information to follow in due course.
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